
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

USTYYLIT M4U 101 
 

What existing Trands customers need to know 
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Overview 
 

Dayang Trands and Trands USA are pleased to introduce USTYYLIT M4U, the Clothier’s Platform.   

 

What does M4U mean?  It stands for “Made-for-You” and the short answer is that it’s like Custom or Made to Measure, 

but better.  M4U offers you a choice of two ways to fit your clients at the SAME PRICE, with the same Design Options. 

 

 The GM approach (Garment Measurements & Observations) offers a simple method to look at every client the 

same way and work through your selling appointments with confidence. 

 

 The FT approach is for Clothiers who want to really dial into the details and control the pattern with more 

precision. 

 

USTYYLIT is pronounced “you-style-it” and it’s spelled with two YYs to represent “Your Fit, Your Style”.  The platform 

allows you to save unlimited Fit Profiles for each client to keep track of, and fine-tune the fit as their bodies change or 

you get better at fitting them.  You can also create and save your own Style Models so that inputting the Design Options 

happens by just picking your pre-saved model name. 

 

Existing Trands USA customers already have two ways to do business with us.   

 

 A Forms – for indicating plus/minus adjustments from Try-On garments 

 

 B Forms – for specifying Body Measurements (BMs), Garment Measurements (GMs) & Observations (OBs) 

  

So you might be asking yourself, “why do we need two NEW WAYS to do business with Trands?  You may not be aware 

of this, but our current order entry platform was not built by Dayang Trands.  It has been an exceptional platform for 

growing the Trands USA business to the level of success we currently appreciate.  However, working with a 3rd party 

developer has limitations that no longer meet our business needs.  Ultimately this change will enable us to serve you 

better and be more responsive to your needs. 

USTYYLIT M4U has been completely built from scratch by Dayang Trands and Trands USA to give you the best of what 

our current platform offers, along with important improvements to enable our successful growth and offer you 

improved services over time.  

Most importantly, we recognize that you do business with Trands because you like our garments and appreciate our 

manufacturing quality.  We assure you that ABSOLUTELY NOTHING is changing about the way we manufacture your 

orders.  We’re simply improving the way you send them to us and how we execute them. 

Early users of our Phase 1 Pre-Release in 2016 have already experienced improved delivery times because the factory 

COMPLETELY understands every order and there is no communication ever needed with a 3rd party.  This efficiency 

combined with our huge in-stock fabric inventory makes for well-executed orders, which is great for everyone. 
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How will garments fit differently in USTYYLIT M4U? 
 
The first thing that must be said is that Dayang has been manufacturing garments with these patterns for 
nearly a decade using the current system. The garment patterns in USTYYLIT are based on the current 
patterns, with minor improvements.  So how different are the patterns and alterations? 
 

Not this kind of different 

 

More like this kind of different 

 
It would be irresponsible for us to say that you will never experience a fit that is different from orders placed in the 

previous system.  To make IMPROVEMENTS there needed to be CHANGES… but the changes are subtle.  We recommend 

that you purchase USTYYLIT Try-On garments to get the best results.  Simply put, they ARE two separate systems. 

 

What’s new in USTYYLIT M4U that you can’t get currently? 
 

USTYYLIT M4U offers new Design Options that are not available in the current platform.  The following is a bullet list of 

the new Design Options only available in USTYYLIT M4U: 

Jackets 

 Notch Lapel Widths:  6cm / 7cm / 8cm / 9cm / 10cm / 11cm 

 Peak Lapel Widths:  8cm / 9cm / 10cm / 11cm 

 Shawl Lapel Width: 7.6cm 

 Lapel Buttonhole locations: Left & Right / Right / None / ML (Milanese) 

 Chest Pocket:  Jetted 

 Back Style:  Self-belt back waistband 

 Interior Construction:  Curved French Facing 

 Lining Placement:  ½ Lined Round /  

 Monograms Fonts:  Script / Calligraphy 

Trousers 

 Side Pockets:  Jean Pocket / Slanted Wide 

 Back Pockets:  Patch / Satin Jetted (for formal) 

 Waistband Extensions:  Ext. w 2 h&b / Non-Ext. w 1 h&b / Non-Ext. w 1 Btn 

 Monogram:  Fabric Heel Tape Monogram 

Waistcoats 

 Lapel & Closure:  5 Button Peak Lapel / 7 Button V / DB 8 Button V 

 Side Pockets:  Welted Smoking (for formal) 

 Chest Pockets:  Welted Left and Right 

 Side Pockets:  Welted Smoking (for formal) 
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Extended Size Scale 
 

The size scale below shows the new extended size range.  We trust you will be happy about this if you have large clients. 

Please note that the new sizes are ONLY available in REGULAR FIT.  We’re sure you will agree that a man who needs Size 

72R or larger does not need a SLIM or SUPERSLIM option. 

 

Please note that for Jackets in Short Length, Euro Size 25 is considered the “base size” for Jackets and Size 24 is the 

base size for Trousers.  This has to do with carrying over the sizing format from the current system and cm-to-inch 

conversions.  
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Already inputting your own orders in the current platform? 
 

If you’ve already been putting in your own orders, we thank you for that and we anticipate that inputting orders in 

USTYYLIT M4U should be very easy for you.  The following are some points worth mentioning for you to be aware of: 

 USTYYLIT M4U works in INCHES & CENTIMETERS  (your account will be setup for one or the other, you choose) 

 New ticket feature – now mix garment types on the same order. (eg. 2P Suit, Jacket and Trouser all on the same 

ticket) 

 New “Models” option at the top of the Design Options area allows you to pick a default set of design options for 

fast order entry 

 You can also setup your own Models so that Design Options are auto-entered by just picking your pre-saved 

models 

 New printed Worksheets flow with the input entry sequence so it should be faster for you to go from paper to 

screen 

 Wherever size selections are required, we offer Euro/Inch conversions on the screen (in the dropdowns) 

 Now enter up to 6 garments at a time (of the same garment type) 

 Entering Ready-Made orders is now easier by following along with the new printed RM Worksheet 

 Navigation blocks on the left side make it more obvious where you are in the order process.  You can click any 

previous block to go back and make edits.  You CANNOT go forward to skip a step however.  (NOTE:  Do not use 

the back button on your browser to navigate to a previous screen.  You will lose your work in progress) 

 

Are you an “A-Former” or “B-Former”? 
 

The rest of this document is aimed at helping you understand what’s different between the current platform and 

USTYYLIT M4U.  There are two likely paths you will take when you make the transition:  

 Going from currently using B Forms to using GM Worksheets 

 Going from currently using A Forms to using FT Worksheets 

Regardless of which Worksheet method you choose, the top section of the page looks like this.  As you can see, this 

Worksheet has a Jacket, Trouser and 2P Suit all grouped together.  You’ll enter it online all in one TICKET. 
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Moving from B Forms to GM Worksheets 
 

For you “B-Formers” the good news is that you really shouldn’t have much trouble moving from a B Form to a GM 

Worksheet.  If you need help with calculating ½ measurements, or determining how much ease you want to add to body 

measurements, we have a new Support tool to help with that called ‘TrandsL8R’ which works on mobile devices and 

computers.  It’s the Clothier’s calculator.  

The first difference you need to be aware of is that USTYYLIT M4U does not request any Body Measurements (BMs) to 

be input to the system.  You can record them in the client’s profile for your records if you wish, but it’s optional and the 

factory will not reference them.  The GM worksheet provides the row you see circled in red below to write down the 

BMs so you can use them to determine the sizes for your order if you don’t have try-ons.  Refer to the USTYYLIT Clothier 

Guide for full details on recommended size selection practices. 

Note:  For Trousers, ½ Waist and ½ Seat are FINISHED measurements.  Do not just take your client’s Seat Body 

Measurement and divide by two.  The pants will be too tight.  A good ½ Seat rule is to add 5cm (2”) to the body 

measurement, THEN divide by two.  (we trust you can handle this math, even on a regular calculator).  For the ½ Waist, 

it’s personal but you should at least add 1.5cm (1/2”) to make room for the interior waistband “Griplets”, then divide by 

two.  The Griplets are great, but they do consume some space in the waistband. 

 

After you fill in the Garment Measurements you have the Observations you see above.  Refer to the Clothier Guide for 

recommendations on how to select Min/Avg/Max values for the Observations. 
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Moving from A Forms to GM Worksheets 
 

We anticipate that most “A-Formers” will prefer the FT Worksheet, but we ask you this question… If there was an easier 

way to conduct your fittings would you be interested? 

Using your Try-On garments with the new GM Worksheet gives you a way to note the +/- adjustments you need for the 

core Garment Measurements while using the simpler “Observation” method to decide how to alter the garment for 

Posture, Shoulders and other fitting challenges. 

This example below shows how you can note your +/- adjustments on the Worksheet, but still record (for example) 

finished measurements for the Trouser Outseams, which is easier than figuring out how much you want to +/- from your 

Try-On trouser’s length. 

When you get to the GM measurement entry page Online, you can click the “Use Defaults” button and all of the stock 

size base values show up on the screen.  Now you just +/- from there with your Worksheet notes and enter your finished 

GM values.   

Give it a try, and you just might find the new GM Worksheet to be your new best friend. 
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Moving from A Forms to FT Worksheets 
 

As previously stated, this is likely going to be the path for most “A-Formers”.  Please notice in the example below that 

you can also record GMs on the right side of the page.  WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND YOU DO THIS.  Keeping track of your 

finished GMs makes it easy to know what finished measurements your client needs without having to do any math when 

looking at the FT Worksheet sometime in the future. 

 

 

 

For the time being, you can still reference the black Sales Manual from our current system for details about how each Fit 

Tool alters the garment.   

Generally speaking, all of the Fit Tools in USTYYLIT M4U perform the same adjustments as the current system.  However 

there are some exceptions.  Please continue on the next page to learn more about those exceptions. 
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Fit Tool Exceptions for USTYYLILT M4U vs. current system 
 

There are some things that you will need to “un-learn” based on the way our current system works.  In our opinion, we 

believe that these items listed below are IMPROVEMENTS and we are enthusiastic about these changes.  While we know 

nobody really likes having to remember exceptions and learn new things, we think un-learning these details will be 

easier than when you had to initially learn them.  With that said… 

 

Fit Tool What you need to know 

Posture 
 

If you Erect or Stoop the jacket, you no longer have to adjust the back length 
 

Collar Position 
 

If you Raise or Lower the jacket collar, you no longer have to adjust the back length 

Trouser Outseam Current system displays Outseam WITHOUT Waistband.  USTYYLIT INCLUDES the waistband.  To 
convert an Outseam that will work in USTYYLIT add 3.5cm (1 3/8”). 
 

Total Rise 
 

When you adjust Total Rise in current system it changes Outseam.  In USTYYLIT it does NOT 

Front / Back Rise 
 

When you adjust Front or Back Rise in current system it changes Outseam.  NOT in USTYYLIT 

Seat / Thigh / 
Knee Only 

This is a potentially controversial topic, but one that needs to be discussed.  In the current system 
the ‘Only’ Fit Tools for Seat / Thigh / Knee are ignored at the factory.  While this may come as 
shocking news to you it is correct.  Please see the example below to understand what this means 
as you go forward with USTYYLIT M4U 
 

 

Current System Example:   

If you adjust the “Knee Only” Fit Tool by -1cm and then adjust the Knee Fit Tool another -2cm, your order would have 

just received the -2cm applied to the Knee.   

If you are transferring this customer to USTYYLIT, do NOT ADD the Knee Only value to the Knee value.  In this example, 

you would simply adjust the Knee Fit Tool -2cm in USTYYLIT.  If you need a further explanation as to why the Only’s are 

ignored at Dayang, please reach out to your sales or customer service contact. 

 

About Influences 
 

If you’ve been putting orders in the current system on your own, you were likely trained to be aware of the “Influences”.  

The remaining pages of this guide provide illustrations and guidelines for understanding what influences are.  It is our 

hope that this simplified approach to explaining influences will be easier to understand. 

All CAD systems have Influences that apply.  Most Custom or MTM vendors just don’t discuss it with their retailers.  

Going forward we intend to take a “less is more” approach on this topic, but offer these guidelines on the following 

pages for your awareness so you can make informed alteration decisions. 
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Influences Explained 
 

M4U is a CAD-based platform (Computer Aided Design).  To make Customized Tailored Clothing with a CAD system the 

software must guarantee consistent, reliable patterns that can be properly sewn by factory workers without causing the 

seams to pucker.  

When the pattern is adjusted at one area of the garment, the neighboring areas are affected by the work of the 

programmed alterations to guarantee sew-able pattern lines.  The changes must be applied in a gradual manner so that 

no bumps or odd shapes occur along the seams.   

The effect that an alteration has on the neighboring areas is called an “Influence”.   

Please take a moment to study the shape of the leg on these two pants below.  Pay particular attention to how the 

width of the knee affects the width of the thigh.  The dark grey pants on the bottom are a comfortable fitting pant with 

moderate taper.  The two pants on top both have a moderately aggressive taper on the knee that ‘influences’ the thigh.  

Keep this image in your mind as you move to the following pages. 
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Trouser Influence Examples 
 

The illustration below is a simple representation of half of a Trouser pattern… one front and one back panel.  The 

horizontal red lines represent the points at which the Garment Measurements are taken. 

These images on the following pages are simplified illustrations for educational purposes.  The alterations may be 

performed differently than shown and the actual pattern will look different.  
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Example 1:  Take in 1/2 Knee 
 

The green lines represent how the alteration is performed.  This first simple example demonstrates taking in the knee 

without adjusting any other Fit Tools.   

You can see that changing the knee has an “influence” on the thigh even though no alteration was applied to the thigh.  

If attempting to curve the green line to have no influence on the thigh, the result will likely cause a seam shape that will 

pucker above the knee when sewn. 
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Example 2:  Take in 1/2 Seat 
 

This example shows the close relationship between the Seat, Crotch and Thigh of the pattern.  When the seat is adjusted 

by any significant amount, the Crotch and Thigh MUST be influenced regardless of whether an alteration is requested for 

those parts.   

It would be IMPOSSIBLE to adjust the Seat by the amount shown below without influencing the Crotch and Thigh.   
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Example 3:  Let Out 1/2 Seat 
 

This example is the opposite of the previous example.  Only the Seat alteration was requested, but the influence on the 

Crotch and Thigh is easy to understand. 

Like the previous example, it would be IMPOSSIBLE to adjust the Seat by the amount shown below without influencing 

the Crotch and Thigh.   
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Example 4:  Let Out 1/2 Seat, Take in 1/2 Knee & 1/2 Foot 
 

This example combines Examples 1 and 3.  In this case the Thigh is not influenced by the Seat adjustment because the 

Knee and Foot adjustments caused the line to come back more sharply.   

It is important to note that if the client has a large Seat and Thigh, the Knee should be adjusted more moderately to 

avoid reducing the thigh too much.  For virtually any man, the following is true: 

A large Seat goes with Large Thighs.  A small seat goes with small thighs.     
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Trouser Influence Review 
 

After examining the previous examples, it should be apparent that the ½ Waist and ½ Foot act like “anchors” for the 

pattern.   

Be cautious not to exaggerate your knee adjustments too slim when you have a client with large thighs or large CALVES.  

While taking the calf measurement is often overlooked, if a man’s calf is larger than their knee the trouser leg can be 

very “gripping” against the client’s leg if the knee is reduced too much.   

The most important detail to remember from the previous examples is that the Seat, Crotch and Thigh are very closely 

related.  Attempting to go against the influences and over-tweaking can lead to ill-fitting pants.   

When choosing your Trouser pattern size, ALWAYS be sure you have enough material to cover the seat comfortably.  

This will ensure you have their thighs covered as well.  If the client’s thighs are also very large, you should combine 

letting out the seat with letting out the thigh. 

As a general rule, try to keep your NEIGHBORING alterations going in the same direction.  For example, don’t let out the 

seat, and then try to take in the crotch.  Start your leg shape from the seat and work your way down to the bottom by 

using the Knee.  For large thighs or calves, be conservative with your knee adjustments and use thigh adjustments 

carefully. 

Please continue reading for some Jacket Influence examples. 
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Jacket Influence Examples 
 

The simplified illustration below represents half of a Jacket pattern… one front, one side and one back panel.  The 

horizontal red lines represent the points at which Garment Measurements are taken. 

These images on the following pages are simplified illustrations for educational purposes.  The alterations may be 

performed differently than shown. 
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Example 1:  Let Out Fronts 
 

This is the simplest example of Jacket influences.  When the fronts of the jacket are adjusted, the ½ Chest, ½ Girth and ½ 

Seat are all influenced equally.  (the alteration is not performed exactly as shown) 

This example also points out the important difference between ½ Chest and ½ Front Chest.  Like ½ Girth, the ½ Chest is 

measured across ALL 3 panels.  ½ Front Chest only applies to the FRONT panel. 
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Example 2:  Take in 1/2 Front Skirt 
 

½ Front Skirt refers to the front of the jacket at the seat level and ½ Seat refers to the measurement across all 3 panels.  

As can be seen below, adjusting the ½ Front Skirt has a 100% influence on the total ½ Seat measurement.  
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Example 3:  Take in 1/2 Girth (1/2 Waist) 
 

When taking in (or letting out) the ½ Girth by significant amounts, there will be a minimal effect on the ½ Chest and ½ 

Seat, but not enough worth concern.  The purpose of this example is to demonstrate the difference between adjusting 

the ½ Girth vs. the ½ Fronts (example 1).  Since the ½ Girth has little influence on the ½ Chest and ½ Seat, the ½ Girth 

adjustment should be maxed out first before using the ½ Front alteration. 
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Example 4:  Let Out 1/2 Shoulder 
 

This example shows how adjusting the ½ Shoulder influences the ½ Front Chest and ½ Back.  If the armhole curve is not 

adjusted gradually like this, the sleeve will not sew on well to the torso of the jacket.  As a result, the ½ Front Chest and 

½ Back are influenced. 
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Jacket Influence Review 
 

Like the Trouser examples, the Jacket examples have hopefully shown you that the influences are a natural occurrence 

of the pattern alterations.  It is not recommended to try to over-tweak your adjustments to “out-smart” the system. 

Always remember that “less is more” when it comes to alterations.  Keep neighboring alterations going in the same 

direction whenever possible.  For example, if your client needs a wider ½ Shoulder, he probably needs a wider ½ Back as 

well.  Attempting to let out one and take in the other likely won’t lead to a good-looking result. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

If you are a tailor or work with one, you have likely seen jackets and trousers altered to fit nearly any man’s shape.  It is 

important to note that a fine tailor altering a garment after it has already been made, and auto-altering a CAD pattern 

that will sew correctly in a factory are two VERY different tasks. 

The ability to place pins in a Try-On garment in a certain way doesn’t necessarily mean that the CAD alterations can be 

performed just like you have pinned the garment.  It’s important to be aware of the influences but don’t try to fight 

them.  Being aware of them means the larger the adjustments you make, the more impact you create on the 

neighboring areas of the garment. 

You’ll often achieve better results by altering two neighboring areas moderately vs. altering one area with the maximum 

adjustment.  When you find yourself needing a maximum adjustment for multiple parts of the garment, double-check 

whether you might be better off selecting the next size up or down and applying moderate adjustments instead. 

 

Thank you for investing the time to read this document.  Now get out there and sell some M4U clothes.  We’re ready for 

your business so sell plenty!!! 

 

Warm Regards 

Dayang Trands & Trands USA 

 

 

 

 


